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Leading: Anne Bartley 
Preaching: Fred Brunell 
Theme: Thriving in exile: When we feel God has abandoned us…

There will be no Wednesday night 
Bible Study for Wednesdays October 

7th and 14th. 

This week we are continuing to 
collect in our mission boxes. 
Please pass them to Dawn de 
Stigter.

The election is almost upon us. It 
provides us with an opportunity to 

choose who leads us for the next few 
years, and also the opportunity to have 

a say on the 2 referendum issues. 
Hopefully you’ve picked up one of the 

Family First booklets in the foyer which 
deal with these issues. You may not 

agree, but the booklets are 
comprehensive in their coverage of 

arguments. Happy reading.



October 2020 Sunday morning rosters…

Flowers: 4, 11 Linda McBurney, 18, 25 Luanne Chiu
Morning tea: Ian & Dawn de Stigter
Communion preparation: Ian & Dawn de Stigter
Door and Offering: Olwyn Halder
Scripture reading & Communion: June McMillan
Offering counting: Neroli Hollis and Brian Jones
Lawns: Ian de Stigter

From Pastor Jeff 
The covid-19 pandemic has certainly disrupted things for all of us. It has disrupted our 
usual timetables, ways of doing things, ability to travel, ability to gather together; lots of 
things. Businesses have struggled as usual income streams have been disrupted. 
Ultimately, through the wider economy that affects us all as well. Are there any upsides to 
the pandemic? People have reported that life seems quieter, that the air seems fresher 
(less cars on the road), that bird life seems more abundant (perhaps we simply hadn’t 
stopped in a while to listen). Mostly, though, people have been very aware of restrictions. 
This has prompted demonstrations from some who argue that they shouldn’t have been 
inconvenienced by government imposed restrictions. The most extreme of these 
protestors believe the pandemic is a deliberately fabricated lie intended to steal our 
freedom. As I have already written in this column, I disagree. I think the pandemic is real. 
The virus does kill people. But let me sketch another benefit of living with imposed 
restrictions. We maintain many of our usual routines on auto-pilot. Our brain is 
programmed to do this; it’s way more efficient. But when too much is done on auto-pilot, 
forgetfulness can set in. There is some suggestion that dementia can arise when we get 
stuck in these familiar routines. Part of staving this off, of keeping our minds active and 
remembering, is to deliberately embrace novelty, new things. This novelty can come from 
mind games like sudoku or scrabble. But it can also come from disruption of routine, of 
embracing the challenge of doing things in new ways. Covid-19 restrictions give us this 
opportunity. Restriction of freedom? Perhaps, but maybe a better way of looking at things 
is to recognise an opportunity to enhance our mental freedom and well-being. Let’s 
celebrate the opportunity to do things in new ways.

    Shalom and ngā mihi, Jeff


